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Abstract
With the current surge of interest in ethics in AI, we present our position with respect
to these challenges. Our proposal, responsible technologies, aims to (1) address a number
of the ethical challenges put forward in AI, and (2) provide the first building blocks towards the development of ethical AI systems. The current discussion on how to address
ethics in AI usually focuses on issues like policies, education, or research culture. There
is no computational method yet mature enough to address ethics in AI. We break ground
by proposing new methods and tools, underpinned by multidisciplinary research, that can
make humans and machines understand their respective dynamic goals while strictly abiding by the values that inspire our societies. This position paper presents our plan of
work for the development of responsible technologies that embed values within technology
through what we refer to as ethics by construction.

1

The Why: The Rise of Ethics in AI

The risks of artificial intelligence (AI) are high on the agendas of top AI experts and enterprises.12 The wide application of AI is touching our lives in many ways, fuelling the recent
surge in interest in ethics in AI. Many discussions about the risks of AI have focused on future
AI and its impact on our lives, such as when artificial general intelligence (AGI) is achieved.3
However, we argue that ethical considerations are much needed today for many existing narrow
AI systems. As explained by Professor Dan Weld, narrow AI systems can be catastrophic too,
noting that “Knight Capital’s automated trading system is much less intelligent than Google
DeepMind’s AlphaGo, but the former lost $440 million in just forty-five minutes. AlphaGo
hasn’t and can’t hurt anyone.”4
1 Top AI scientists have been debating artificial general intelligence (AGI) and the risks of AI in general.
Open letters and declarations are being signed by top AI scientists warning about the risks of AI. Some examples
are the Open Letter on AI (www.futureoflife.org/ai-open-letter), the Barcelona Declaration for the Proper
Development and Use of Artificial Intelligence in Europe (www.iiia.csic.es/barcelonadeclaration/), and the
Open Letter on Autonomous Weapons (www.futureoflife.org/open-letter-autonomous-weapons/).
2 Institutes and foundations are being set up to promote beneficial AI. Some examples are the Future of Life
Institute (www.futureoflife.org), the Partnership on AI (www.partnershiponai.org), Centre for the Study of
Existential Risk (www.cser.ac.uk), and OpenAI (www.openai.com).
3 One interesting example is the panel at the Beneficial AI Conference in 2017, which discussed the likelihood
and the possible outcome of human-level AGI, and what would we like to happen: www.youtube.com/watch?v=
OFBwz4R6Fi0
4 www.futureoflife.org/2017/03/23/ai-risks-principle/
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One pressing issue, for example, is explainability in AI. Machine learning today is helping with parole decisions, loan decisions, and even job decisions. Racism and sexism of the
algorithms is emerging. Their racism against African Americans has been revealed in parole
decisions in the US. In job recruitment, it has been noted that different job ads were targeting
different ethnic groups.5 Explainable AI is now a necessity, to help us understand how critical
decisions are made. But this also raises the question of what values do we want our AI systems
to adhere to? Do we really want a racist algorithm? As such, the value alignment problem has
also been gaining ground. It states that “highly autonomous AI systems should be designed so
that their goals and behaviours can be assured to align with human values throughout their
operation”.6 In fact, the list of ethical concerns can be a long and daunting list,7 with issues
like explainability, transparency, accountability and responsibility, to name a few. With such
a wide range of concerns, we choose to focus on what we refer to as responsible technologies,
covering a selected number of the raised concerns. We present our focus and objectives next.

2

The What: Focus and Objectives

We propose the term responsible technologies, getting inspiration from the European Commission’s work on responsible research and innovation, which has been declared a key action of
the ‘Science with and for Society’ objective and a cross-cutting issue in Horizon 2020, stating
that “research and innovation must respond to the needs and ambitions of society, reflect its
values, and be responsible”. We adopt, and slightly adapt, this declaration to define responsible technologies as technologies that respond to the needs and ambitions of society,
reflect its values, and put people in control . As such, we place needs and values as the
basis of responsible technologies, and we introduce the idea of putting the humans in control
of their technologies. This is in line with many requirements already put forward by several
declarations and open letters on AI, such as the following AI principles developed at the 2017
Beneficial AI Conference: 1) value alignment, which states that AI systems should be designed
so that their goals and behaviours can be assured to align with human values throughout their
operation; 2) human values, which states that AI systems should be designed and operated so as
to be compatible with ideals of human dignity, rights, freedoms, and cultural diversity; 3) personal privacy, which states that people should have the right to access, manage and control the
data they generate, given AI systems’ power to analyse and utilise that data; 4) shared benefit,
which states that AI technologies should benefit and empower as many people as possible; and
5) human control, which states that humans should choose how and whether to delegate decisions to AI systems, to accomplish human-chosen objectives. As such, and in addition to basing
responsible technologies on people’s needs and values (which we believe addresses principles 1–4
above), we also put the humans in control of their technology so that they have a direct say on
how their technology evolves according to their evolving needs and values (addressing principle
5 above).
Our objectives may be summarised as follows. (1) Develop a novel methodology and
mechanisms for the design and development of responsible technologies that are based on people’s needs and values, and evolve with people’s evolving needs and values. (2) Give people
control over their technologies so they can decide amongst themselves on their needs and values,
and how their technology should behave accordingly. We present in the following section our
5 www.newscientist.com/article/mg23230971-200-the-irresistible-rise-of-artificial-intelligence/
6 www.futureoflife.org/2017/02/03/align-artificial-intelligence-with-human-values/
7 www.futureoflife.org/ai-principles/
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proposal on how to achieve the objectives above. However, first, we close this section with a
motivating example illustrating our vision.
A Motivating Example: an Illustration of our Vision We get inspiration from the
uHelp app, an app that has been developed by the authors and tested with a community of
single parents in Barcelona.8 uHelp essentially allows people to find help within their social
network for everyday tasks through an intelligent search algorithm that floods people’s social
network looking for trustworthy volunteers.
Say Sofia uses the uHelp app to look for help with dropping off her daughter Cecilia at
her Karate class. David volunteers, and Sofia accepts him for this task (Figure 1a). Later that
evening, after David informs Sofia that the school has complained about the e-signed authorisation for not containing his ID card number, Sofia decides to ask her uHelp community members
to add the ID card number to users’ profiles. She sends a “request for change” message, where
the suggested changes are specified in a natural language (Figure 1b). Community members
start discussing the issue, in natural language (or possibly a controlled natural language as we
shortly discuss), supported by information from the system (Figure 1c). Discussing values (e.g.,
security, privacy) becomes an integral part of the discussion. For example, while some oppose
this as it violates people’s privacy, others support the proposal as it promotes the security of
children. At this stage, community members may also give their opinion on each others arguments (e.g., the thumbs up in Figure 1c). The system is capable of analysing the arguments and
counter-arguments (either through the use of natural language processing, controlled natural
language, or argument schemes and critical questions, as illustrated in Section 3.2), generating
an argumentation graph, and assessing the community’s preferred arguments (and requirements) (Figure 1d). This allows the system to present advice to the users with the aim of
improving their final decision: an example of this can be seen at the bottom of Figure 1c where
the system informs the users about the percentage of people preferring security over privacy.
Any member can switch between the two views of Figures 1c and 1d during the discussion
phase. When the community believes it has a proposal to vote on, it does so. If an agreement
is finally reached as a result of the final voting round (Figure 1e), then the resulting changes
update the app and its GUI in an automated manner (Figure 1f).
Our example shows how an existing technology, such as uHelp, would look like if it implemented our proposed vision. It shows how needs change over time, how people can discuss and
agree on their technology’s features and functionality (sometimes based on preferred values),
and how the technology automatically adapts to users’ evolving needs and values. Note that
people are expected to discuss and agree in a natural language, and that the entire remaining
process of how the technology evolves accordingly should be fully automated.

3

The How: Concept and Methodology

3.1

Concept: Norms for Fulfilling Needs & Adhering to Values

Behaviour is what ensures needs are fulfilled and values are adhered to, and norms are what
govern behaviour. As such, our proposal for basing responsible technologies on needs and values
is through norms, the rules of behaviour that help fulfil needs and values (Figure 2).
We envision norms to evolve with people’s evolving needs and values, and we expect people
to collaboratively agree on their preferred needs, values, and norms. For simplicity, we introduce
8A
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Figure 1: A motivating example: the uHelp app
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the term ethical code to describe the bundle of needs, values and norms that drive and direct
behaviour.9 The life-cycle of a technology is then dictated by the life-cycle of its ethical code,
which we divide into four stages (Figure 3): first, people discuss and agree on their ethical code;
second, the agreed upon ethical code is automatically translated into a formal specification
that can be analysed and reasoned upon (say to spot inconsistencies); third, the software that
mediates behaviour is automatically modified to adopt the new ethical code; and fourth, the
software enforces the agreed upon ethical code. The details of how these four stages are to be
implemented, along with a sample of the state of the art in the field, is presented next.

3.2

Methodology: Natural Language Processing, Agreement Technologies, and Normative Systems

Stage 1. Agreement on the Ethical Code Our proposal’s main objective is to give
the novice person the means to be able to discuss and agree, along with others, on the needs,
values, and norms (the ethical code) that should govern their technologies and their interactions.
Discussion should be carried out in natural language (or a controlled natural language, as in [57],
if the results of the machine translation needed for translating the ethical code from natural
language into formal logic (stage 2 of the life-cycle) turns out to be unreliable). To achieve our
goal, we suggest to make use of agreement technologies, as the key enabler of the peopledriven ethical code evolution. Learning mechanisms can support this stage by learning when
evolution should happen, which norms are best suited for this community, etc.
Research at this stage should then focus on two main issues.
1. Build an agreement mechanism, allowing people to discuss, argue, and agree on their
ethical code. We suggest to build on agreement technologies, which have emerged as an
imperative field in multi agent systems with the aim of helping individuals collaboratively
reach a decision. The field is based on a number of models and mechanisms, such as
argumentation and negotiation mechanisms, computational social choice, and trust and
reputation models.
In argumentation, argument schemes and critical questions (SchCQ) [53] have been used
to provide templates for human authoring of natural language arguments and support
computational identification of conflicts between those arguments without the need for
natural language processing.10 This line of work [50, 4] can be used and extended to

Technology

norms govern
(control/mediate)
behaviour

Norms
Needs

Values

behaviour impacts the
fulfilment of needs &
adherence to values

Figure 2: Norms for linking technology with needs and values
9 A broad definition of ethical code refers to mission and values that underpin the code along with a code of
conduct that regulates behaviour. We adopt this broad definition and say that an ethical code in our context
represents needs, values, and norms (loosely corresponding to mission, values, and code of conduct, respectively).
10 One suggestion would be for natural language processing to focus on translating the ethical code from
natural language to formal logic (Stage 2 of the life-cycle), as the discussion phase itself is much more complex.
As such, argument schemes and critical questions can be used at this stage.
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Figure 3: Technology’s life-cycle
enable the discussion about: (a) whether, and to what extent, a particular norm fulfils a
given need or promotes a particular value; (b) which needs and values are important to
people; and (c) which norms should be adopted.
Argumentation mechanisms [7, 42, 2, 6, 35] can then be used to help assess the strength
of arguments. Particularly interesting is the work that incorporates social voting to argumentation in social networks [30]. This work can then be extended to study the combination of trust and argumentation [8]. Work on trust and reputation [38, 27, 41] can
also be adapted to help modify the strengths of arguments (to consider reputation/trust
measures). Voting algorithms may also be adapted by incorporating trust, with votes potentially weighted by the trustworthiness of the voter [22, 10]. Though one model worth
noting in this field is LiquidFeedback [5], which helps opinion formation and decision making online, and implements a delegated voting system. Some of its interesting properties
is providing equal opportunities, transparency, and protection of minorities.
(2) Build a learning mechanism that can learn from past experiences and suggest changes
accordingly. For example, learning and pattern recognition techniques [54] can help figure out when things are wrong and the ethical code needs to be revised (for example,
when collaboration decreases). Alternative techniques to machine learning can also be
useful here. For example, sentiment analysis can help pick up the dis/satisfaction of the
community [29], and suggest whether the ethical code needs to be revisited accordingly.
Learning can also be useful to support the users’ discussion phase by having the system
automatically learn and suggest to users the best norms for their community. Existing
norm synthesis techniques are one approach for pursuing this [47, 46, 36].
Additionally, learning the consequences of norms (say from the history of past experiences
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of either the same or similar community, where similarity measures [43] may be used to
help decide which history of which community is worthwhile learning from) can be used
either to (1) suggest norms by choosing those with the least undesired consequences, or
even (2) provide arguments for the discussion between human members, where the system may join the discussion by supporting or attacking arguments. Again, ‘learning’ the
consequences of norms may be achieved through alternative approaches, such as simulations [45], case-based reasoning [12], analogical reasoning [26] or coherence theory [49].
Stage 2. Automated Formalisation of the Ethical Code To help reason about the
agreed upon ethical code, the code needs to be formalised. This step is critical, as we are
letting people decide on their ethical code. As such, there needs to be a way to 1) ensure
that the agreed upon code is coherent and consistent, and 2) explore its practical consequences
and implications. This stage is concerned with formalising the ethical code and reasoning
about it. For instance, detecting whether a new value or norm may become contradictory with
the current norms. Such information would in fact feed back into the first stage, the agreement
on an ethical code, where the humans should be informed that accepting a new norm may force
the elimination of a previously accepted one or that a value may be jeopardised.
Research here should focus on two main issues.
(1) Define a formal logic for the specification of the ethical code, and build a reasoner for that
logic that reasons over needs, values and norms, and their inconsistencies. The logic will
be a novel need- and value-based logic for norms. Concerning the formal specification of
needs, values, and norms (that is, the ethical code), we note that there is extensive work
on the specification of norms in logics, but less on needs, and almost nothing on values. We
can build here on the traditional approach of using deontic logic for specifying norms [1,
52]. Deontic logic is the logic of duties, and it deals with concepts like permissions,
prohibitions, and obligations, which help specify who can do what, under what conditions,
and so on. However, we will also need to introduce needs and values. Concerning the
combination of needs and norms, we note that the most related research is that which
deals with goals. Goals may be viewed as the needs that shall be fulfilled. Relevant work
in this area is [19], which extends the BDI model of agents to include goals, obligations,
and norms; the proposal is essentially based on providing a formal definitions of norms by
means of some variation of deontic logic that includes conditional and temporal aspects.
As for the combination of values and norms, we note that this is still uncharted territory.
Some work related to values is [51], where an argumentation mechanism is designed to
help argue whether actions promote or demote values. In [33], values are viewed, apart
from being the “most fuzzy concepts of social sciences”, as being a particular type of
evaluation that affects “important choices and pursuits of an individual, interpersonal
attraction and social exchanges, norms and standards of behaviour”. In [37], the authors
do suggest an engineering approach to the design of value-driven socio-cognitive systems.
However, that proposal does not discuss how exactly these values are made operational.
In [18], an initial attempt has been made linking values to norms and culture. Last,
but not least, concerning the reasoner, we note that the literature is rich with systems
implementing deontic logic and reasoning about norms [15, 19] that we can build upon.
The results of reasoning (such as spotting conflicting norms/values) should then feed back
into the first stage and influence the agreement on the ethical code.
(2) Build an automatic translator for translating the ethical code from natural language
into the formal logic. This is a rather challenging task, though important research has
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been carried out in that direction, such as existing work on translating policy statements
into first order logic [57], extracting deontic rules from regulations specified in natural
language [56], or providing a logical representation of regulations [3].
One approach worth investigating is to base the translation (from natural language to
the norm- and value-based normative logic) on exploring the connection between natural
language features and the formal ones. For example, trying to label a statement whether
it is an obligation, a permission, or a prohibition based on analysing its verb. For example,
whether the verb contains ‘must’, ‘shall’, ‘ought to’, ‘may’, etc. Or trying to figure out
who a norm addresses by looking for the subject in the sentence. Or trying to figure out
the conditions by searching for conditional conjunctions, such as ‘if’, ‘when’, etc. And as
illustrated above, if the results of natural language processing turn out to be unreliable,
then a controlled natural language can be used, as in [57].
Stage 3. Automated Operationalisation of the Ethical Code Given a formal specification of needs, values and norms, the goal is to have an executable code (or software) that
would make sure norms are followed, guaranteeing needs are fulfilled and values abode to. How
to transform a formal ethical code written in some sort of logical representation into an executable code (or machine code) is a challenging task. To address this challenge, we suggest to
build on norm regimentation mechanisms of multiagent systems, which implement a strict
enforcement of norms, along with formal verification mechanisms, to ensure the translation
into the executable code satisfies the requirements put forward by the formal one.
Research at this stage should focus on two main issues.
(1) Build a norm regimentation mechanism that automatically adapts the software mediating
behaviour (or the executable code) so that the agreed upon ethical code is regimented
(that is, strictly enforced). As illustrated above, we suggest building on existing norm regimentation mechanisms [21, 44]. It is stated that regimentation forces ideality (expressed
as norms) and reality (defined by behaviour) to coincide [28]. The literature provides a
variety of solutions on the regimentation of social norms [47], such as having contracts
and commitments [20], electronic institutions [21], distributed dialogues [44]. These approaches are usually based on the idea of agents playing different roles and interacting by
means of speech acts. Each role is defined by what actions agents can perform, when can
they be performed, and under what conditions.
However, we note that the challenge at this stage will mostly be in the translation from
a formal ethical code into an executable one. This is not a straight forward task, and the
solution will depend on the choice of language decided upon (for the executable code). For
example, the formal ethical code might be translated into protocols (or tiny programs),
constraints, or even rules (such as ‘if then’ statements). To address this challenge, we
suggest to get inspiration from the SIMPLE language [17], a language that may be viewed
as a controlled natural language, a formal language, and an executable language, all in
one. In other words, a language that can be used in all stages of the life-cycle (or at worst,
requires a straightforward translation). We also note that although the chosen language
should be simple enough, it should also be expressive enough to allow the specification of
common needs, values, and norms.
(2) Develop a verification mechanism to verify the overall behaviour of the executable code.
As we are automatically translating the formal ethical code into an executable one, it is
crucial to verify that the overall behaviour of the executable code satisfies the requirements
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put forward by the formal one (such as satisfying the intended needs and adhering to the
agreed upon values). We suggest building on previous work in model checking multiagent
systems [55, 31, 9, 39, 40], adapting them to the languages of the formal and executable
code (of Stages 2 and 3). The model checker of [39, 40] is particularly interesting as,
unlike other approaches, it is efficient enough to execute at runtime. The main novelty of
this research, however, will be in introducing needs and values as properties to be verified
against. As such, we need to translate the formal logic that specifies needs and values
into some modal logic so it can be verified by the model checker.
Stage 4. Automated Enforcement of the Ethical Code The basic idea of our proposal is
that by executing the software of Stage 3, the software will ensure that norms are satisfied, values
are adhered to, and needs are fulfilled. However, not all norms can be regimented, or strictly
enforced. For example, while the system may prohibit a person from accessing some sensitive
data, the system cannot forbid the person from using inappropriate language.11 As such, aside
from strictly enforcing regimented norms, we also need to deal with enforcing “un-regimented’
norms. Alternative approaches that apply sanctions when violations occur or provide incentives
to abide by the norms have been studied (such as decreasing one’s trustworthiness if they miss
a deadline) [13]. This is what the literature refers to as norm enforcement.
Research at this stage should focus on the following.
(1) Build a norm enforcement engine that checks at run-time the abidance to “un-regimented”
norms and addresses violations accordingly, getting inspiration from existing work on
norm enforcement [25, 34, 14], such as applying sanctions [23] or providing incentives for
compliance [32]. Here, we suggest to advance existing work by introducing the notion
of a dynamic norm enforcement engine, where the rules that address violations will be
dependent on the ethical code itself. Mainly, just as people agree on the norms that
govern behaviour, people can also agree on the norms that address violations. In a way,
we empower people so they can decide for themselves on the appropriate ‘punishment’ for
each violation. For instance, in the uHelp example of Figure 1, the punishment for being
late to pickup one’s child from school may be decided by community members to be more
severe that the punishment for being late to deliver the groceries.
(2) Develop a user friendly automated interface that automatically adapts to the changing
requirements imposed by the ethical code. Having the software automatically adapt with
the evolving ethical code is not enough: the user interface should also adapt according
to the changing requirements. For example, if the ID needs to be introduced to people’s
profiles (Figure 1), then the profile view should be adapted accordingly, and automatically.
Here, we suggest to build upon modest and preliminary work on automated GUIs [16, 11].
We note, however, that although automated GUIs are possible, automating user friendly
and intuitive GUIs is a challenge that needs to be addressed, as a good user interface is
vital for the success of any technology.

3.3

Concluding Remarks: Novelty, Challenges, & Interdisciplinarity

As illustrated earlier, we do not claim to address the whole of ethics in AI, which is a wild
beast to tame. What we do propose, however, is fundamental work that addresses some ethical
11 Some even argue that norms should not always be regimented by the system, as we are autonomous beings,
and controlling our every action will essentially strip us from our autonomy [13]. For example, it may be argued
that user’s autonomy is maintained when s/he is allowed to violate a norm.
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considerations concerning today’s technologies, and builds a novel foundation for future work
on ethics in AI. Our proposed solution is a stepping stone for ethics in AI that widens the
current discussion, which usually focuses on policies, education, or research culture, to embedding values (and possibly other ethical requirements) within technology through what we
refer to as ethics by construction. While value-sensitive design [24] is well established in the
social sciences (where the design of technology essentially accounts for human values, for both
direct and indirect stakeholders), here, we take value-sensitive design a step further by allowing
stakeholders to have a direct say in the technology’s design and functionality, without being dependent on the middleman that liaises between them and technology designers and developers.
Furthermore, this ‘say’ is not restricted to when the technology is first designed, but continues
throughout the technology’s lifetime. We essentially embed the ideas of value-sensitive design
within the technology itself, which we refer to as ‘ethics by construction’. The result is empowering people by giving them direct control over their technologies, and maintaining their
control throughout the technology’s lifetime by dictating and directing its evolution based on
their evolving needs and values.
Though our proposal is not only novel in its objective (giving people control so their needs
and values dictate technology’s functionality and evolution), but in its methodology as well.
Our proposal is novel in introducing needs and values as the means that underpin ethical considerations. The development of technology is based on people’s needs and values. Last, but
not least, technically speaking, the study of values is novel in the field of AI. There is some preliminary work in argumentation where a mechanism is designed to help argue whether actions
promote or demote values [51]. However, how values may be specified, validated, and enforced
is still uncharted territory.
As already illustrated by our methodology, our proposal builds on top of well established
lines of research; mostly relying on natural language processing, agreement technologies, and
normative systems. This helps support the feasibility of our proposed approach. But there
remains a number of challenges to be addressed. First and foremost, the idea of fully automating
stages 2–4 of the life-cycle is not straight forward. For example, what if the verification in stage
3 proves that some intended properties are not satisfied? Can we truly do without the human
intervention in these three stages of the life-cycle? Our vision might be achievable in specific
application domains, such as the online community of Figure 1, but achieving full automation
in general is a challenging task.
Another main challenge of our suggested work will be building the languages and mechanisms
with respect to the complete life-cycle. As illustrated earlier, there already exist many languages
and mechanisms for each of the research lines presented, but these mechanisms have been
designed under strict assumptions that limit their impact on or usefulness in real life scenarios.
We want to develop languages and mechanisms that work together to help us close the life-cycle.
We are inspired here by the SIMPLE language [17], a controlled natural language that is also
a formal and executable language, which illustrates that one simple language may be possible
to cover all three stages of the life-cycle.
Another challenge is our novel introduction of values to formal languages and mechanisms,
which we suggest to address through close-knit collaboration with experts in ethics and valuesensitive design [48], along with cognitive scientists working on values [33].
As for the challenge in natural language processing, we have already proposed a backup plan
that relies on a controlled natural language [57]. Though it must be noted that this solution
does come at the cost of having users learn the limits of the controlled language, which might
not be as easy as expected.
Last, but not least, no work on a topic as ethics in AI can succeed with a purely techno143
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logical approach. As such, this work must be carried out in a close-knit collaboration with a
multidisciplinary team, including experts in philosophy and ethics, cognitive science, and
legal studies. For example, the input from philosophy and cognitive science on the values and
norms dynamics can help us better understand how decisions on norms can be made taking
into consideration preferences on values. The input from both philosophy and law can help
us better understand the ethical and legal implications of allowing people to choose their ethical code, and how to avoid potential abuse. They can help us better understand what values
may be voted upon and what values should be inscribed or un-negotiable (such as rejecting
dictatorships or protecting the rights and interests of minorities in online communities). More
importantly, while giving humans legislative powers would be a great achievement (stage 1
of the life-cycle), the consequences and implications of giving the machine the executive and
judiciary powers (automating stages 2–4 of the life-cycle) will require a careful assessment.
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